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MASS SPECTRAL STUDIES ON MIXED LIGAND QUADRUPLY BONDED MOLYBDENUM
COMPLEXES COMPARISON WITH THE HOMOLIGAND PARENT COMPOUNDS
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The EI mass spectrum of the mixed ligand quadruply bonded molybdenum complexes MOl (OlCCF3)l (SlPFl)l and
Mol(OlCCH3)l (SlPFl)l show.fragments which are observed in the mass spectrum of the parent homoligand compounds.
The fragmentation of MOl (OFCF3)l (SlPFl)l is similar to that of the parent compound Mol(OFCF3)4· Mol(OlCCH3)l
(SlPFl)l on the other hand show fragment that is not observed in the mass spectrum of the parent compound,
Mol(OlCCH3)4. The acetato bridged mixed ligand complex show fragments containing one molybdenum atom result-
ing from the cleavage of the metal-metal bond, a process not observed in the mass spectrum of the parent compound,
MOl (OFCH3)4·
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Introduction
Molybdenum exhibits a large number of oxidation states

among which the +2 state is specially important since the
metal ions in this oxidation state form complexes containing
multiple metal-metal bond [1-5]. The small metal-metal bond
distance in such compounds as K4M02Clg (2.l39A) [6],
compared to single-bond distances, supports the view of the
multiple nature of the Mo-Mo bond formed by the overlap of
appropriate metal d-orbitals, Characterization of compounds
containing multiple Mo-Mo bonds is done mainly by X-ray
crystallography, JR, Raman Spectroscopy, EPR and NMR
methods [7,8]. For some molybdenum complexes, good
elemental analysis results were not obtained although
other methods conclusively characterized those compounds
[9,10]. In such cases where a good crystal is not obtainable for
crystal structure determination and the result of elemental
analysis is not excellent, the mass spectral data may offer an
insight into the composition and structural features of those
ompounds.

There has been very few reports [11,12] on the mass
spectra of complexes containing M02 units. The molecular
ion peak and well separated peaks for fragments help in
characterizing these compounds from their mass spectra. The
presene of a large number of isotopes of Mo atoms with a
natural abundance lying between 9 and 24, results in a 15line
peak pattern for fragments containing M02 units. Although
this complicates the spectrum, the isotopic combination
can be used to characterize the fragments having M02 units
and single atom Mo. In this paper the mass spectra of two
newly synthesized quadruply bonded molybdenum com-
plexes, whose crystals were not obtainable, are reported along
with a comparison of the mass spectra of their parent com-
pounds.

Experimental
The mixed ligand molybdenum complexs, M02 (OlCCF3)l

(SlPF2)2 and M02 (02CC~)4 by the stoichiometric reaction of
HPS2F2 as appears in literature [10].

The mass spectra of the complexes were obtained with a
VG70E or mass spectrometer. A 70 eV ionization voltage was
used for ionizing the samples. Samples were introduced into
the ionization chamber via direct introductory probe.

Results and Discussion
Mol02CCF3JlS2PF2)2. The EI mass spectrum of this

compound shows the molecular ion at mle 684 which is the
base peak in the e fact that the cl uster of peaks at 684 is due to
the composition Mol(02CCF 3)2 (S2PF)2 is confirmed by theo-
retically calculating the molecular ion peak pattern (the number
and intensity of peaks). The experimental spectrum for the
molecular ion in excellent agreement with that of the calcu-
lated spectrum.

Like the parent compound M02(02CCF~4' from which
the compound under study was prepared, loss of a fluorine
atom occurs to give a fragment of mle 665. Loss of a CFF02
group from the molecular ion gives an ion at mle 590; this ion
was also observed in the mass spectrum [11] ofMo2(02CCF3)4.
Loss ofCF3 or PF2 (mle69) from the molecular ion gives only
a low-abundance ion at ml e 615. The ion observed at ml e 437
probably represents in part the loss of PF2S2 and PFS2 frag-
ments. This ion also appears in the spectrum of M02 (02CCF3)4'
but with lower relati ve intensity than that observed for mixed
ligand compounds. the peak at mle 195, assignable to
MoOCl/, is also observed here like that of the parent
compound. A series of low mass ions atmle 162, 146 and 130
are observed all of which show isotopic cluster characteristic
of one molybdenum. They may be assigned to MoS· (or
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TABLE1. ~ VAWESANDINTENSITYOFPEAKSFORTHE

MOLECULARIONOF Mo2(02CCF3)2 (SlF2)Z-

mle % Intensity

676 13.79
677 0.62
678 19.76
679 30.45

680 41.06

681 43.48

682 88.90
683 55.35
684 100.00
685 81.18

686 87.12
687 65.08
688 72.98
689 24.54

690 41.53

Mo02+), MoOS+ (or MoO/) and MoS2+ (or Mo02S+). Thus
like the parent compound, thus mixed ligand compound
shows fragments resulting from the rcpture of the metal-metal
bond.

Moi02CCIlJ)2 (S2PF)2. This compound gives its mo-
lecular ion at mle 576 as the base pak. The cluster of isotopic
peaks is that expected for the M02 unit. Fragment ions are quite
weak relative to the molecular ion. The peak at mle 502 results
from the loss of methyl and acetate groups; extremely weak
peaks (less than 5% relative intensity) at mle 561 and 517
correspond to loss of a methyl groups and of an acetate ligand
from M'.a process that is also observed [1l] forthe fragmen-
tation of M02(02CC~)4' which does not lose a methyl group
during fragmentation. The peak at mle 443 presumably results
from the loss of PF2S2 ligand. Loss of PF2 (mle 69) is not

observed as a major process unlike the fragmentation of
MoiS2PFz)4. MOZS3+is observed at mle 288. Fragments con-
taining one molybdenum atom appears at mle 130 (MoS+), 146
(MoOS+) and 162 (MoS2+) resulting from the cleavage of the
metal-metal bond. Large abundance of fragments containing
Mo, units above mle 290 indicates the metal-metal bond is
quite stable and the increased number ofPS2Fzligands impart
some instability as M02(02CC~)4 does not show any frag-
ment containing one Mo atom but this mixed ligand com-
pound does.
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